
SOUTHERN OREGON SPEEDWAY  

2022 SUPER 4 RULES  

 
FRAME: 

 Frame, cage and door bars will be a minimum of 1.5” of .095 wall thickness, driver side will have a 
minimum of 3 door bars. Passenger side must have a Minimum of one cross bar  

Wheelbase is a Minimum of 97” and a max of 105”  

Weight rule is 2,100 lbs after race with driver  

BODY: 

Body to be similar to standard late model bodies, must have roof and sail panels  

Nose can either be rubber late model style or fabricated noses  

Deck height is a maximum of 39”, Rear of the body will be 72” wide maximum  

Spoiler height is a maximum of 10”  

No side panels, must match late model side fins, 4 brace fins are allowed  

Numbers nee to be a minimum of 4 inches thick, 18’ tall , must be on both sides of the car , roof and 
6” numbers on the back and front if possible  

 

 

ENGINE:  

OEM 4-cylinder engines only, carbureted engines will follow the 2100lb weight rule, any fuel injected, 
or alcohol motors will be given a sticker an must weight 2250 lbs 

 turbos, superchargers, nitrous, performance additives are NOT allowed, racing fuel or alcohol are 
allowed, Engine set back is 10” Maximum behind RF Ball joint to #1 sparkplug.  

 

SUSPENSION: 

Front control arms can be stock or fabricated  

Rear suspension can be coiled, coil over, leaf springs or leaf coil combination, or 3 link  

No torsion bars, no floating mounts or birdcages 

Quick change or 9” floater only, NO IRS, rack & pinion or steering boxes are allowed  



Pull bars or lift arms are allowed, maximum of 6 shocks allowed on car   

 

 

 

TRANSMISSION: 

Any transmission with 2 forward and 1 reverse gear minimum  

All clutch types are allowed, no in or out boxes allowed  

Bert, Brinn, and Falcon Transmissions are allowed  

 

TIRES & WHEELS: 

Aluminum or steel wheels up to 14” wide, Bead locks are allowed in any position. 

Any tire stamped up to 11” wide max from the manufacturer is allowed (example 29-11.0-15) 

All old late model only tires are allowed until we run out, once they are gone only the new hoosier 
style tires will be allowed , we will update rules once we have more info on those tires  

 

AGE REQUIRMENTS : all drivers must be 16yrs of age , any drivers 14 or 15 yrs old must have resume, 
birth certificate , parent waiver signed by both parents if possible, and a letter of recommendation 
from a track promoter  

All drivers 16 and under must show proof of insurance thru our track policy holder. 
https://www.competitiveadvantageprogram.com/ 

 

All Safety Equipment must be up to date, Drivers with outdated safety gear will not be allowed to 
race.  

 

Tech Officials will have final say on all decisions!! 

 


